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I. INTROLKJ~TION 
The goal of this paper is to obtain explicit quantitative lower bounds on 
various quantities of importance in the theory of second-order elliptic 
operators. The operators considered are uniformly elliptic with measurable 
second-order coefftcients and are expressed in divergence form. They act in 
a bounded region in RN whose boundary is not too irregular, for example, 
Lipschitz. We obtain lower bounds on the difference b tween the smallest 
two eigenvalues, on the ground state igenfunction, and on the heat kernel. 
The strict positivity of all of the above quantities is well-known, and 
follows from the Harnack inequality, but considerable effort is needed to 
obtain worthwhile quantitative estimates. 
Our starting point is the choice of a fixed bounded region 52 G R”. If we 
define the distance function d by 
d(x)=min{lx-yJ:y$Q} 
then we suppose that 52 is strongly regular in the sense that 
I ]Vf]*dx>c,’ I2 I If l*/d’dx (f’E C,“(Q)), f) (1.1) 
where c, > 1. Throughout this paper c, 2 1 denotes constants which depend 
upon Q and N alone. We refer to [2, 33 for a discussion of (1.1 ), but 
mention here that it is satisfied ifthe boundary dQ is Lipschitz continuous. 
In the course of our arguments we use certain Sobolev inequalities which 
only hold if N 2 3; see Lemma 2, for example. We therefore assume that 
N 2 3 for the remainder of the paper. We comment however that this 
technical condition is of no fundamental importance. If N = 1, 2, then we 
can consider the operator 
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on fi x CJ x I2 G R3”‘. Since the eigenfunctions and heat kernel of H’ split as 
direct products of the same quantities for H, we can extract all of our 
results in the cases N = 1, 2 by first proving them for H’. 
Let -A be the Dirichlet Laplacian on 0 and let { Fi},E, be the eigen- 
values of -A written in increasing order, so that 
We regard F, as known constants and comment that for some simple 
regions a they may be computed by separation of variables techniques. 
In other cases they may be bounded above and below by standard 
comparison techniques. 
Next let H be the second-order elliptic operator associated in the 
standard manner [3,6] with the quadratic form 
Q(f)=jn 5 u&)g,g,dx 
r.j= I 1 / 
with domain Quad(H) = fVi2(fi), where a,j are measurable and 
O<i.<{a,(x)}~A<m (x E a). (1.2) 
The eigenvalues {Et},“= , of H satisfy 
O<E,<E, 
and our problem is to obtain a lower bound for (E2 - E,)/E, in terms of 
A/,!, the domain Sz, and the dimension N, alone. If A/A is sufficiently c ose 
to 1, then the problem has an easy solution. We have 
2.Fi 6 Ei < AF, (1.3) 
and so 
(E,-E,)/E,>@F,-AF,)/(AF,)=;;-1. 
I 
This is a positive lower bound provided 
1 < AlA < F, IF,. 
For larger values of A/L, however, the problem is much harder, and 
depends upon control being obtained of the constants in the Hamack 
inequality among other things. 
505,48; I-4 
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2. THE FUNDAMENTAL INEQIJALITIFS 
We need a number of results from the theory of second-order elliptic 
operators; we refer to [3, 63 for general accounts of this subject. Let 
{di},Z=I be th e et en unctions ‘g f of H normalized by q5, > 0 and lldi II2 = 1. 
Also let K(r, x, y) be the heat kernel of e “‘. Throughout this section we 
assume that 
#l(X) 2 Wx)” (XEQR) (2.1) 
for some a 2 1 and b > 0. The status of this assumption is discussed in the 
next section. 
PROPOSITION 1. I’ r > 0, then 
Ez - E, > t ‘e”“A’C( t), (2.2) 
where 
and 
C(l)=inf{d,(x) ‘K(r,x,y)~,(y)-‘:x,y~s}. (2.4) 
Proof: Since H - E, 2 0, we have 
z(E,-E,)~((~-~-‘“-~~)‘)~~,~~) 
= (M219 Id21 >- (e-(H-E’)‘42, 42> 
2 (em (“- ‘I)’ lq521, Id21 )- (eFcH- E1)‘42, qj2) 
=4(e- (H-W&+, #2 > 
The proposition now follows ince 
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Much of the remainder of our analysis is devoted to obtaining lower 
bounds on C(t) for r = E ; ’ and on A. 
In Proposition 9 we obtain lower bounds on A in terms of an assumed 
lower bound (2.1) on 4,) which is investigated in greater detail in 
Section 3; see Theorem 13. In Section 4 we examine Moser’s proof of the 
parabolic Hamack inequality in detail, in order to obtain a lower bound 
for C(t) in Theorem 24. We finally put the various pieces together to obtain 
a lower bound on (E, - E, )/E, in Corollary 25. 
LEMMA 2 [3, Theorem 2.4.61. Iffy FVk2(Q) = Quad(H), rhen 
llfk,,N-2, < c,). -‘Q(f). 
If 0 < g E L”‘Z(Q), then 
ga2~-’ 118llN,2~. 
LEMMA 3. If i= 1 or 2, then 
IlQi II OL: f Go14N’4. 
Prooj: By [3, Theorem 2.3.61 we have 
Ile-““~-fl mGc*51-N’4 llfllz (f E L2(Q)). 
Since Fr and F2 are regarded as known constants depending only on Q, 
Lemma 3 follows by putting f = #i and t = l/E, in the above inequality and 
then applying (1.3). 
LEMMA 4. Zf E > 0, then 
-log~,~~H+((11oga)/2-(a/2)1og(2/c,)--(alog1)/2 
- (a log x5)/2 - log b 
us a quadratic form inequality in L2(G). 
Proof: Since 8 is strongly regular, we have, by (1.1 ), 
c;‘J.d-‘<H. 
Hence by (2.1) we have, for all q > 0, 
-log&< -logb-ulogd 
< -10gb+u~d-2/2-(u10g~)/2 
G -logb+ucJ-‘qH/2-(ulogq)/2. 
The lemma now follows by putting E= UC, L-$/2. 
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LEMMA 5. If E > 0 and 0 d f E L’(G, 4: dx) has norm one, then 
logf<EH+c6aloga-(N/4+a/2)(logi,+logE)-logb+c, 
as a quadratic form inequality in L’(Q). 
Proof One writes out the proof in [3, Lemma 4.4.11 of this lemma of 
Rosen in order to obtain the precise constants. 
Now let Na 3 and let II: L2(s2,& dx) + L2(52, dx) be the unitary 
operator defined by 
Let fi= U -‘HU be the self-adjoint operator in L’(J?,~: dx) unitarily 
equivalent o H under U and let 0 be the quadratic form associated to i7. 
Let 
ilfllZ =JQf24?dx (fd2(fU:dx)). 
LEMMA 6 [3, Corollary 4.4.2 J. One has 
I f2(hf) 4: dx < d!(f) + B(E) Ilf II ‘, + Ilf II ‘, log Ilf II _ (2.5) D 
for all O<fEL’(S2,&dx)nLx(52,#~dx)nQuad(&) and all O<E<W, 
where 
/I(E) = c6a log a - (N/4 + a/2)(log i, + log E) - log b + c5. (2.6) 
Proof This is a consequence of Lemma 5. 
We need the following result from [33. 
PROPOSITION 7 [3, Corollary 2.2.83. Let H > 0 be the generator of a 
symmetric Markov semigroup on L2( M, am) where dm is a regular Bore1 
measure on the second countable locally compact Hausdorff space IU. Let Q 
be the quadratic form associated to H. Suppose there exists a decreasing 
continuous function j?: (0, cc) + R such that 
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foraNO~f~Quad(H)nL’(M,dm)nL”(M,dm)andallO<~<~. Then 
where 
M(t)=r-$?(t)dE (l>O). 
LEMMA 8. For all x, y E i2 and t > 0, we have 
o<w4x, Y) 
6c,exp{c,,aloga} b-2(i.r)-(N~2+rr’~,(x)~l(y). 
Proof. By Lemma 6 and Proposition 7 we have 
Ile “(I cc,, 6 ezM(‘j2) (t>O), 
where I? is the operator defined above Lemma 6 and 
M(t)=1-‘~; { c,aloga-(N/4+a/2) 
x (log i + log E) - log b + c5 1 d& 
= c6a log a - (N/4 + a/2) log A - log b + c5 
-(N/4+a/2)t ‘[slogs-s]; 
=c,aloga-(N/4+a/2)logi-logb+c, 
- (N/4 + a/2)(log I - 1) 
< c,a log a - (N/4 + u/2) log( it) - log b + c8. 
Equation (2.7) is equivalent o the condition that the heat kernel 
RG x, v)=41(W’ K(r, x, Y) 
x h(Y)-’ lx, YEQ, f>O) 
of e - ” satisfies the uniform bound 
0<@(1, x, y)~c,b-2(lt)-(N’2+o)exp{c,,aloga}. 
The lemma now follows from (2.9) and (2.10). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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LEMMA 9. We have 
A ~,131h(~/n)Ni4t012exp{ -c,,aloga}. (2.11) 
Proof: Putting x = y in (2.7) we get 
e - E2’d2(x)2 < K( 1, x, x) 
<c,exp{c,,aloga} ,-.2(,f)-‘Ni2+u)~,(~)2. 
Letting t= E; ’ we have 
If#2(x)l G cl, exp(c,,a log a) b-1(A/;(.)N’4+“‘2 Q),(x). 
Now 
6 cI1 exp{c,,a log a) b-‘(A/i)N’4+‘!2 I R d1 Id21 dx 
SO 
5 /h 1421 dxac,, ’ expf -c,,aloga) i~(i/A)~!~+~‘*. (2.12) 
COROLLARY 10. We have 
(E, - E,)/E, 2 C(E ;‘) CL’ exp{ -c,6a log a} b2(~/A)“““. 
Proof: This is obtained from (2.2) and (2.11) by putting I = E ;’ in 
(2.2). 
We finally discuss briefly our lower bound on A. We first comment that 
there is very little r lationship between E2 - El being small and A being 
small. Indeed in a rather similar problem [ 1, 111 it was shown a few years 
ago that if 
is very small, then )I d21 - 4, II 2can also be very small and hence A may be 
of order unity. In our example below, on the other hand, A converges to 
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zero as A/1 diverges to infinity even though we may choose a = 1 and 
h = 2 - Ii2 in (2.1) for all A/J, and also have 
(E2 - El YE, = 3 
for all A/1. 
EXAMPLE 11. Let O<I<A<cc and let a be the function on (-1,l) 
defined by 
i if 
u(x) = 
-1 <x<j? 
A if j?Gx< 1. 
Let H be the elliptic operator 
H = - (d/dx)(a(x)d/dx) 
defined in L2( - 1, 1) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let fl, E,, and E2 
be numbers defined by 
p = (iI’2 - A1’2)/(d”2 + A”‘), 
E, = x~(L”~ + A”2)2/16, (2.13) 
E2=4E,. 
Let 4, and 42 be functions on ( - 1, 1) defined by 
sin(E,/i)“2 (1+x) 
m1(x)={sin(E,jA)1~2 (1-x) 
if - 1 <x<j 
if fl<x<l 
(2.14) 
and 
- (A/i)“” sin( E,/l.)“’ (1 + x) if 
42(x) = (A/J)-‘/” sin(E,/A)” (1 -x) 
-’ <x<p (2.15) 
if fl<x<l. 
Then using (2.13) one can check that the following properties hold for 4, 
and b2: 
(i) #I, 42e Wk’C- 1, 1) 
(ii) 1142112= 1142112= 1 
(iii) @,f(fi-)=A#:(/3+) for i=l,2. 
(iv) - (~4;)’ = Eibi a.e. for i= 1, 2. 
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Hence, by [3, Theorem 1.2.71, 4 and & are the normalized eigenfunctions 
of H corresponding to the eigenvalues E, and E2, respectively. Also since 
4, >O and &(x) = 0 only at x=/I, E, and E, are the lowest two eigen- 
values of H. By (2.13)-(2.15) we have 
A= 
= 2 j’ +” (LI/,?)“~ sin(EJ1)“’ x sin(Ez/i.)“2 x dx 
0 
= 2(A/j.)'j4 1: +' sin( E, /%)I” x sin 2( E, /;.)I.” x dx 
cos( El/i)‘:’ x - cos 3( E, /i.)“’ x dx 
= (n/A)“” [(i/E,)‘/* sin(E,/l)‘;‘x 
- 3-‘(J./E,)“2 sin 3(E,/E.)“‘* x]:‘” 
= 16(n/i.)“4 %“2(,I’;2 + LI”‘)- l/(371) 
= 16{ (i./n)“” + (n//.)‘!4} - l/(371). 
Hence 
A + (2/A)“” as (n/E.)1 co. 
3. THE GROUND STATE EIGENFLJNCTION 
In this section we find constants a and b such that 
d,(x) 2 Wx)” (x E i-2). 
The dependence of the constants upon the coefficients {U } and the region 
Q is very complicated. It is known [4] that if {Q} is C’ in some 
neighbourhood of %2 and if aQ is C*, then one may take a = 1, irrespective 
of the magnitude of A/i. However, if we make no assumption on the 
coefficients {uii} other than (1.2), then the smallest possible value of a is 
much larger. We show here how to obtain values of a and b by using the 
elliptic Hamack inequality given in [8]. We also describe some examples 
which show to what extent our estimates might be improved. We need the 
following result of Moser [8] (see also [ 6, Chap. 83). 
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F'ROP~SITION 12 [6, Theorem 8.201. Let L be the elliptic operator 
formally defined on a bounded domain Z c IWN by 
where aij and V are measurable functions on 2l satisfying the following: 
(i) 0-ci.d {ai,} 
(ii) 5 )aii12<c,,A2 
i.j= I 
(iii) i.-- ’ ( VI < u2. 
Let 0 d UE W’.2(C) satisfy 
(ti E CPW). 
Then there exists c,~ = c,~(N) > 1 such that for all E( y, R) E 2I 
SUP{ u(x): Ix - yl d R/4} < cv inf{ u(x): Ix - yJ < R/4}. 
THEOREM 13. Let Sz c [w” be a bounded strongly regular domain satisfy- 
ing (I. 1). Suppose that there exist positive constants /?, L, c2,, cqg for which 
the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(i) The set 
Q(L)= {o&k d(w)> L} 
is connected and any two points x, y E Q(L) can be joined by a path P(x, y) 
in Q(L) of length at most cqg. 
(ii) if XEQ and d(x) < L, then there exist p= p(x)EaQ and 
0 <I(x) < c21 such that 
P + ,(x)(x - P) E Q(L) 
and 
{coE~~:cOS~<IX-~I -’ [w-PI’-’ (x-p,o-p)and 
l<x-P,~-P)l,<lx-P12] 
is contained in Q. 
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Then 
(3.1) 
and 
h = cJ3’ exp{ -c,,(n/i,)“’ log(n/i.)}. 
Proof: Applying Proposition 12 with .Z= 52, aij = a,, V= -E,, and 
u* = (A/i)F,, we have 
sup 4, GexpIc,, 
B( .v, R/4 ) 
whenever B(y, R) 5 Q. Choose a > 0 sufftciently small such that 
c2, sin r < L/8 and (sin r)/(sin /I) d l/4. 
Let XE $2 with d(x) < L. Let Bi be a sequence of balls with centres x, and 
radii r, satisfying the following: 
6) x,=x. 
(ii) xi lies on the straight line joining x to p + /(x)(x - p). 
(iii) r,=(p-x,(sina (i=l, 2, 3 ,... )
(iv) [xi -xi+, I =r,+, (i= 1, 2, 3, . ..). 
Then writing r= r, and d, = Jp - x, I we have 
sin a = r2/d2 = (d, - d, )/d2 = I - d, /d, 
and so 
d,=d,(l -sina)-‘. 
Hence 
r,=d,sina=(d, sina)(l -sina)-‘=r(l -sina)-‘. 
Repeating this calculation above we get 
ri=r(l -sing)-“-‘)=rk’-‘, 
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where 
Therefore 
k=(l --sina))‘. 
lp-xiI =rk’-‘(sina))’ (i’ 1, 2, 3, . ..). 
Let 4 = q(x) be the smallest integer satisfying 
lp-x41 +r,>fI(x). 
Then 
rkY-‘(sin a)-’ + rk4- ’ 2 I(x), 
and so q is the smallest integer satisfying 
(log I + log[(sin a)( 1 + sin a))‘] -log r)(log k))’ + 1 <q. 
Let 
mi=I~-xi+*I+ri+l-(I~-Xil-ri) 
=rk’(sina) ‘+rk’-rk’-‘(sina)-‘+rk’-’ 
and let 
Mi= )p--xi1 -r,+m,/2 
=rk’-‘(sina))‘-rk’-‘+frk’(sina))’+ irk’ 
- irk’ ‘(sin a) ’ + irk’- ’ 
= irk’-‘(sin a)-’ - $A-’ + $rk’(sin a)-’ + frk’. 
In order to apply (3.1) we choose a > 0 such that 
fmi < bMi sin j3 
or equivalently 
- frk’(sin a)-’ + irk’- &rk’- ‘(sin a)- ’ + frk’ ’ 
< 8 - ‘rk’ ‘(sin j.?)/(sin a) - 8 ‘rk’ ’ sin fl 
+ 8- ‘rk’(sin fl)/(sin a) + 8- ‘rk’sin j?, 
(3.3) 
or 
1 + 2k G $ [(sin P)/(sin a) + k(sin j?)/(sin a) + (k - 1) sin /.?I. (3.4) 
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Equation (3.4) shows that (3.3) is satisfied ifY is sufficiently small. Let .V be 
the smallest integer satisfying 
[log(c~l/~(.r))-log(l +sina)](logk)-‘+ I <.s. 
Then 
and applying (3.2) repeatedly we obtain 
ti,(x)aexp{ -czO(Ni.)‘:2s} inf{#,(x):d(x)>L} 
=exp{ -c,,(/l/i.)‘i2 [(log(c,,/d(x)) - log( 1+ sin a)) 
x (log/r) ‘+ 1 +q]} inf{d,(x): d(x)>L} 
2 c--I d(x)q~(A:i)‘~2 
22 exp{ -c24(fV~)“2} 
x inf{#,(x): d(x) > L}, (3.5) 
where 
O<r]<l. 
Similarly we have 
4,G) G c22 d(x). w(A:i.F’ exp{c2,(/i~j~)l~2} 
x sup{$$(x): d(x) > L}. 
Also we have 
(3.6) 
therefore 
where 
so 
B(S)= (x~Sd:d(x),<6}. 
1 = II~,II:~~~~su~{~~(x)~:~(~)~~} +c,~,(n/,.)s’. 
(3.7) 
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We now choose 0 < 6 c L such that 
$=C,F,(A/l.)62 
Of 
6 = c$(l./Ap2. 
Then 
~~c,,sup{~,(x)2:d(x)~6} 
< C27 6-2L.2’(n’i)“2 exp{ c,,(n/i)‘!2} SUp{#f(X): d(X) 2 L} 
= C2s(~/~)dA/j.P exp{c2,(~/R)‘~2} sup{&(x): d(x) 2 f.) 
and so 
inf{d,(x): d(x) > L} 
>exp{ -c~~(N%)*/~} sup{g,(x): d(x)> L} 
2~;’ exp{ -c,~(II/~)‘;~ log(n/i)}. (3.8) 
The result now follows from (3.5) and (3.8). 
We next give an example to show that the constant a in the bound (3.1) 
is optimal in a certain sense. 
EXAMPLE 14. Let 52 G R2 be the unit disc centred at (l,O). For all a > 0 
let T,: Q + R2 be the map defined by 
T,(x,,x,)=(ax,+alx*I,~-‘x,) ((X,rX2)EQ). 
Then 52 is homeomorphic to T,(Q) and 
T;m’(ul, u2)=(a ‘u, -a lu21, au2) ((u,, u2)~ T,(Q)). 
Also we have 
Jacobian of T, at (x,, x2) = 
Let U,: L2(12) + L2( r,(Q)) be the unitary map given by 
UJ=foT;’ (fEL2G-w 
and let & be the quadratic form in L2(T,(Q)) defined by 
Qzcs, = 1, (n) (amu, J2 + w-/au,)’ du do (j-E w;‘( T,(Q))). 
0 
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Then OX is unitarily equivalent under (I, to the form 
Q,(f) = c?,( UJ’) 
where 
a 2 
= 
J 1 
a ~~~~ 
a ,,/= I ‘I ax; ax, 
(fE c%-m 
+(x,7 x2)= 
a2+a -* Ta2 
Ta2 a2 > 
((X,,X*)EQ), 
where T depends on whether x2 > 0 or x2 < 0. The eigenvalues A, 1 of 
{ uti} are given by 
so that 
I, ‘= A-2a2 as a-+cc 
and hence 
Al% - 4a4 as a-co. (3.9) 
One can check that r,(Q) has a vertex at (0,O) with angle 8 given by 
o=arctana-‘-a ’ as r-co. 
Let RX 2 0 be the self-adjoint operator associated with & and let $, be i 
ground state igenfunction normalized by I/$, 11 2= 1. Then by [4, 73 
i,(u,, 0) - u~“~‘) as U, + 0 
and so for all sufficiently large a > 0 
c u~~~‘~~~~,(u~, O)~C~‘U~~~~* 36 I as U, JO. 
Therefore for all suficiently arge a > 0 
c36a 
l$‘d 
XI 
G’** > q$*(x,) 0) > C3;~a’“a*Xr’7~2 as x,10. 
So (3.9) implies that if A/n is sufficiently large, then 
c3g exp{ c39( A/1)‘/* log(A/%) 1 xf~‘(“l”)“* 
24,(x,, 0) 
2 c;’ exp{c;1(A/l)1’2 log(A/i)fxfw(“‘“)“’ as x,10. 
ts 
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This shows that in the bound 
q$,(x) 2 hd(x)c”(“‘~)‘i2 (XEQ) 
the power of /i/A cannot be further educed. 
Our next example shows that the constant b in the lower bound (3.1) is 
close to optimal. 
EXAMPLE 15. Let Q=(-1, 1)x(-l, l)G[w’. Let /I>0 and let g be a 
strictly positive function on ( - 1, 1) defined by 
g(x) = cash fix 
1 
ysin/?(l -x) k<x<l 
-k<x<k 
ysin/3(1 +x) -l<x<-k, 
where y and k are positive numbers, depending on fl, chosen such that 
gcC’(-1, 1). Then 
Also since n/(2/3) < 1 -k d n/B we have 
I + nip 
(cash bx)’ dx G 11 gll: G I;, (cash flx)2 dx 
or equivalently 
f [ - e - 2PX/( 28) + 2x + ezpx/( 28)] ‘--, “+‘B,,s 
< IIg(l~~~[-e-2p~/(2~)+2x+e2p”/(2~)l’ , 
and so 
Therefore 
Now let 
IIgll2-B “2@ as b-30. (3.10) 
a(x) = 
8g2/n2+4/n2 if -k<x<k 
4/l? otherwise 
(3.11) 
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and let 
E, =/I’+ 1. 
Then we have 
-g”(x) + &Y(X) g(x)/4 = E, g(x) (SE(-1, I)\{-kk}). 
Let 
4,(x,, x2)= Ilsll;‘g(x,)co~(~~2/2) (x,,x,E(-I, 1)) (3.12) 
and let H be the elliptic operator 
if= -2 (l?@Xi)(U, iT/C?Xj) 
1.,= I 
defined in L2(Q, dx) with Dirichlet boundary conditions where 
Then 0 < 4, E W;‘(Q), I[#, II2 = 1 and, by separating the variables, we have 
H4, =E,4, 
in the distribution sense. Hence, by [3, Theorem 1.2.71, 4, is the ground 
state igenfunction fIf. Also we have, by (3.10) 
A=1 and ‘4 = 8/12fn2 + 4/d. 
Hence (3.10) and (3.12) imply 
~,(o)~e-P,,-~*2(n;i.)‘,2 as flTcc. (3.13) 
On the other hand, Theorem 13 implies that for all E > 0, there exists a
constant q= q(.s, N) such that 
4,(O) 2 c&’ exp{ -cJ/~/A)“~ log(/l/i,)} 
2~ exp{ -c,,(n/1)““)+&}. (3.14) 
By comparing (3.13) and (3.14) we see that the constant h given in 
Theorem 13 cannot be much improved. 
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4. THE HEAT KERNEL 
In this section we obtain a lower bound for the quantity C(t) defined by 
(2.4). Our approach to this involves a use of the parabolic Harnack 
inequality, of which several different proofs exist [3, 5, 9, IO]. These 
different versions are not easy to compare and we needed to do a 
considerable amount of work before choosing the approach described here. 
They provide a positive lower bound on 
R,(t) = min{ K(t, x, y): x, y E Q(r)}, 
where 
Q(r)= {x&:d(x)hTYj. 
We convert this into a positive lower bound on C(t) by using an idea from 
c41. 
Before starting, we present an easier argument which yields an upper 
bound on C(t). Although not logically necessary in order to obtain a lower 
bound on the eigenvalue gap, the upper bound gives an idea of how good 
our subsequent lower bound is. 
For the rest of this section we let p = e@, where r E R and $: Q -+ R is 
a bounded C”-function which satisfies 
f aij(a~lax~)(a~lax,) Q I. 
i.l= I 
LEMMA 16. Let R and j? be as defined in Lemma 6. LA E: (2, co) + R be 
a continuous function, let 0 < p -C 1, and let 
m)=2B(&(P)(l -P))P ‘+Qpb2 ( I+ 
(P-2)’ 
> 4(P-1)cl . 
t= I r‘ 0)/p 4 and 2 M=12= W)/pdp 
are both finite, then emp “‘- El’p’ maps L’(l2, q5: dx) to LX(12, 4: dx) and 
Ile P-‘CR- Elq s,2 < eMe 
The proof of Lemma 16 is a modification f that of [3, Theorem 3.2.41. 
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bTMMA Il. Let fi 2 0 he the operalor defined in L.cmma 6. Then 
lb ‘e (’ El)‘pll r.2 < c45e’43d’“g”( j.t) (Ni4+‘,,2,& Ie2A 
for all t > 0. 
Proof: We put p= $ and 
~(p)=8rp 2 O<P<=)) 
so that 
I 
22 
t= E( P )/I, dp. 
2 
Lemma 16 then yields 
M(r)=/2= 2[ c6a log a- (N/4 + a/2)(log A + log 4fpm2) 
- log b + c&p2 dp 
+J ;8rp %‘(l+H)dp. 
Now p > 2 implies 
* + (P-2)2<p_ 
2(p- 1) 2’ 
SO 
M(t) < c43a log a - (N/4 + a/2) log(&) - log b + cu + 2ta’. 
Hence 
IW ‘e-(“--El)‘pll ~.2 ~ ~45e(l10'~B"(j,~)-'"/'+"/2)b-Ie2Uz'. 
THEOREM 18. We have 
OdK(4x, y) 
6 c46e ~lre~47ulogo(j.t)-(N/2+rr) 
x bm2 ev { -‘f&“2] 4,(x) dl(y) 
for all t>O and x, ~EQ. 
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The proof of Theorem 18 is a modification of that of [3, 
Corollary 3.2.81. 
COROLLARY 19. We have 
c(t) < c46e cr,ologub-2(jlt)-(N/4+a12) 
Xe-“,‘-c&(“t’ 
(t > 01, 
CR6 = (diam Q)2/8. 
This upper bound on C(t) is very different from the lower bound 
obtained in Theorem 24 below and it would be of great interest to obtain 
upper and lower bounds which are closer in form. 
We next proceed to obtain a lower bound for K(t, x, JJ). Our calculations 
are based on the following result of Moser [lo]. 
PROPOSITION 20 [ 10, Sect. 33. Let zii E C”(E(0, R)) and suppose that 
O<3.<{a,,(x)}<n<a3 (I-4 <RI. 
Then there exists a constant c48 > 1 depending only on the dimension N such 
that wheneoer 0 6 u E Coo(B(O, R) x (0, R2/2)) satisfies 
au/at - f { (a/ax,)(au au/axj) 1 = 0 
i.j= I 
we have 
inf 
1x1 c R/4 
U(X, 7R2/16) 2 cq~(’ +i-‘) SUP u(x, 3~~/16). 
1x1 Q R/4 
LEMMA 21. Let B(0, 1) c RN be the unit ball centred at the origin. Let K 
be the elliptic operator 
K= - i { (a/axi)(av a/ax,)} 
i,j- I 
defined in L2( B(0, 1 ), dx) with Dirichlet conditions. Suppose that 
O<~~{a,(x)}~/i<a, (x E m 1)). 
Let $ 1 > 0 be the ground state eigenfunction of K normalized by \I+, (1 2= 1. 
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Then 
Il/,(x)>c,‘exp( -c,,(A/A)‘;~ log(A/;.)}(! - IxI)‘.5’(*“*)” (4.3 1
for all (XI < 1, where cSO, c5, , cS2 depend onfl* on N. 
Remark. The above lemma follows from Theorem 13 since one can 
check from the proof of Theorem 13 that the constants cjj, cjj, cjS in (3.1) 
depend only on N and on j?, E, c2,, cd9. But if Q = B(0, 1 ), then we can put 
/I = n/6, E = c2, = c49 = 1 so that cJ3, c34, cj5 depend only on N in this case. 
COROLLARY 22. g B(z, R) G Q, then 
,r.-vEB(r.R4) K(7R2/16, -& y) inf - 1’ 
~~54’R-~vc~~‘~+~-‘)exp{ -~~~(/i/A)~/~log(/i/~.)}. (4.4) 
Proof: Let K be the elliptic operator 
K= - 2 { (d/ax,)(a,, Z/ax,)} 
r.j= I 
defined in L’(R(z, R), dx) with Dirichlet conditions, let G, be the smallest 
eigenvalue of K, let 1(/, > 0 be the ground state eigenfunction of K 
normalized by II+, II z= 1, and let K,,( 1, x, y) be the heat kernel of e - K’. 
Then by Proposition 20 and Lemma 21 we have 
~ ,E%f,R,4, K(‘R2/16, x, Y) .,’ - ,’ 
2 x , $f R!4, &(‘R*/16, x, Y) 
..’ :. 
2 C48 
tn+i. ‘) 
sup Kd3R2/16, x, Y) 
.r.,v~B(z.R/‘4) 
= c;;(A + i-l) SUP KO(3R2/16, x, x) 
Ix-11 < R/4 
ac4i(n+” ‘) sup ,-G‘13R~/16~,(~)2 
Iv -2I<R!4 
> C48(n + L-‘je -WA 
thw* 
~~,‘R-~c~~(“+~-‘)exp{ -c,,(A/~)‘/~ log(A/l)}. 
THEOREM 23. Let 52 be a domain in IWN. Suppose there exist c5,, cS8 2 1 
such that for any two points x, y E Q, there exists a path P(x, y) of length 
at most c5, Ix - yl joining x and y and satisfying 
P(x, y)~ {u~Q:d(u)>c,‘min(d(x),d(y))}=Q~,,. 
M= 1 + [28c$ Ix - y12 1-l + 16rc&(min(d(x), d(y)))-2/7], 
where [ ] denotes the integer part. Then 
{length of P(x, y)}/M<c,, Ix- yl M-l G {t/(28M)}‘/2 
and 
(16~/(7M)}“~ < c5&’ min(d(x), d(y)). 
Let 
li = it/M (i= 1, ,.., M), 
let x0=x, and let xi, i= 1, . . . . M, be points on P(x, y) such that the part 
of P(x, y) joining x, to xi+, has length at most {length of P(x, y)J/M. If 
Yi E Hx,, { t/(28M)}1’2) (i= I, . . . . M- l), 
then Corollary 22 implies that 
wti+, - li7 Yi9 YI + 1) = K(r/M9 Yi, Yi+ 1) 
2x${ 161/(7M)}-N’2 @+“-I) 
x expf -c,,(A/A)“~ log(A/l)}. (4.5) 
So by the semigroup property of K(z, x, y) we have 
K(t,x, Y)>/~W, xv YI)K(UM, Y,, YZ)... 
xK(VM,y,-,, y)dy,...dy,-,, 
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Then for all t > 0 and x, y E Q we have 
WC x, Y) 
i ( 
Ix- Y12 3c;‘(At)-“‘2exp -ch4 I+- nt + (At) min(d(x), d(y)). ’ 
> I 
(Ali) . 
Proof Let t > 0, let x, y E 8, and let P(x, y) be the path in Q,,,., of 
length at most c5, Jx- yJ, joining x and y. Let 
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where we integrate ,I’, over the ball B(x,, { t/(28M))“2). Thus by (4.5) we 
obtain 
K(t,x, y)> {c;;‘(tjM)“~?}.~ -1 {c+l(t/M) :V.2c~~~1+j. ‘) 
xexp[ -~,,(/i/j.)‘:~ log(A/j.)]}” 
I 
2 cs; (t/M) : 
Y2 
C6;MCss M(A+‘-‘)exp{ -c,,M(A/%)“~ log(A/i.)} 
’ 61 >c -‘t-N!2M”!2exp{ -c,,M(A+% ‘+(A/i.)‘/210g(A/%))}. 
Using the transformation formula 
e-Hf 
=e 
-- (.xH)(s-‘I) 
with s = A - ’ and 
we get 
K(t, X, J’)>C,‘(/lf)-N’2 eXp{ -‘33hf(&~)} 
~c6;‘(nt)-N~2 exp{ -GO/~) 
x 1+Jx-Y12 
( > 
2 
T+ (At) min{d(x), d(y)} 
THEOREM 24. Let Q be a domain satisfying the hypotheses in 
Theorems 13 and 23. Then for all t > 0 we have 
x exp( -c,,(n/% + c65(%t)-’ + (n/%)(nt) b-‘)}, 
where 
62=~;1F;‘(~/~)e-E1’c,‘exp{ -c,,aloga} b2(At)N’2+0/2. 
Proof: Let 6 > 0 be sufficiently small so that 
6*c,F,(/i/~)~fe-““c,’ exp{ -c,,,aloga} b2(At)N’2+0. 
Then (3.7) implies that 
exp{ - clOa log a} b2(At)“* +(I. 
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so by Lemma 8 we have 
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Therefore 
By Theorem 23 and Lemma 3 we have 
y=min{4,(x) ’ W&x, y)#I(y)-l:x, YEQ(6)j 
2c8;2(j./A)N’2 ~g;‘(/it)-~‘~ 
x expf -cM(A/A)( 1 + c&At) ’ + At S’)} 
2 c,‘(At)~ N’2 exp{ -c&A/I. + c&If)-’ + (AlA) 6 ‘)}. 
Hence for all x, y E f2 
K(t, x, z) K(t, z, w) K(t, w, y)dz dw 
>Y I I K(t, x, z) 4,(z) d,(w) K(h w, Y) dz dw R(6) R(S) 
2 t F2E%b) d,(v) 
>C691e-2"~'(~l)- N/2 
xexp{ -cdWi +c&t)-’ + (Ni)(At) dp2 ) 4,(x) 41(y). 
(4.6) 
The theorem now follows from (4.6). 
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COROLLARY 25. Let R be u domuin satisfjing the hypotheses O/ 
Theorems 13 und 23. Then 
(E,-E,)/E, ~C;‘h2(%/A)N’u 
x exp( -c,,[a log a + A/I. + (A/I.)’ 6 ‘I ), 
where 
c,‘m~ 1 N’2+o+ ‘h* exp( -c,,a log u} < 6* 6 (inradius(Q))2. 
Proof: By Theorem 24 we have 
C(E, ‘)>~,,‘(A/A)“~~exp{ -c,3[(A/j.)+(A/i)26- ‘I}, 
where 
(inradius(S2))2 B d = c;‘F; ‘(%/A) e-‘cg ’ 
xexp{ -c,,aloga} b2(AE;‘)N’2+u/2 
2 c,y“(llA ) N’2+a+‘h2exp{ -c,,ulogu}. 
The result now follows by the application f Corollary 10. 
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